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Why is becoming 
data-driven such a 
challenge for companies?



There are major hurdles in the way..

Making data easily available is complex

• Can have many data types:  tabular data, 
text blobs, images, streaming logs, etc.

• Can be stored across clouds
• Each source has different semantics, 

access controls, and governance 
patterns

Data is just the starting point; getting value out 
is its own challenge

• Users can be siloed, have different skill 
sets, and use different tools

• Results aren’t reproducible and don’t 
reach the right audience

• Getting to production takes forever

Data is spread out across many 
sources

Disparate tools limit efficiency, 
reproducibility, and scale



But—hurdles are meant to be jumped!

Companies can leave data where it is and still..

• Make existing data lakes and warehouses 
accessible, governable, and secure

• Leverage an open ecosystem
• Unify all use cases (DS, ML, BI, etc.) on 

top

Users get a powerful developer platform in 
which to derive insights and deliver value

• A collaborative Notebook that enables 
efficient data analysis, insights sharing, 
and faster paths to production

• Support for all popular developer tools

The Databricks Lakehouse unifies all 
data in one place, regardless of type 
or source

The Databricks Lakehouse 
developer experience accelerates 
the journey to insights



Databricks  
Lakehouse is the 
foundation for all 
your data 
analytics needs

Lakehouse Platform

All structured and unstructured data
Cloud Data Lake

Unified Governance and Security

Data Reliability and Performance

Data
Warehousing

Data 
Engineering

Data Science
and ML

Data 
Streaming

Developer Experience



Let’s talk about the 
Notebook—

the front door to the 
Lakehouse



Portal to the entire 
Databricks Lakehouse

Foundation for sharing 
and consuming insights

Our vision for the Notebook
The front door to the Lakehouse

World-class data native 
developer experience

• Shortened distance to data 
insights, especially with 
Python and SQL

• Accelerated development
• Easy paths to production
• All the usual programming 

ergonomics

• Effortless sharing of 
notebooks and results to 
anyone in your organization

• Optimized experiences for 
viewing and evaluating data 
assets

Connections to all the platform’s 
powerful capabilities at the time 
and in the place users need, for..

• data engineering
• data science
• machine learning
• and more!



The Databricks Notebook
Through the front door of the Lakehouse

Multi-language
Use Python, SQL, Scala, and R, all in one 
Notebook

Jupyter-compatible
Use the power of the Jupyter 
ecosystem in the Notebook

Ideal for exploration
Explore, visualize, and summarize data 
with built-in charts and data profiles

Get to production faster
Quickly schedule notebooks as jobs or 
create dashboards from their results, all 
in the Notebook

Collaborative
Real-time co-presence, co-editing, and 
commenting

Reproducible
Automatically track version history, and 
use git version control with Repos

Enterprise-ready
Enterprise-grade access controls, 
identity management, and auditability

Adaptable
Install standard libraries and use local 
modules



Multi-language notebooks
Use the right tools for the job

Users can mix and match languages 
based on their use case and 
preferred workflow, choosing from 
Python, SQL, Scala, and R

New!

Users can access the output of a 
SQL cell as a Python dataframe

Coming Soon

Users can re-style their Python 
code using the black formatter



Collaborate in real-time
Data science is a team sport

Users can share the same 
view of a notebook with 
co-presence

Users can co-edit in 
real-time with their 
colleagues to jointly 
iterate, debug, and more

Comments enable users 
to alert their colleagues to 
action items or interesting 
findings



Jupyter-compatible
Bringing the power of the Jupyter ecosystem to the 
Databricks Notebook

Coming 2022

Natively store Databricks notebooks 
as .ipynb files inside of Repos

Public Preview!

Use ipywidgets to turn notebooks 
into powerful, interactive apps

Newly GA!

The Databricks Notebook uses the 
IPython kernel to power Python cell 
execution



Explore data efficiently
Native tools for visualizing and understanding data

Summarize a data set’s essential 
properties and statistics in a data 
profile with the push of a button

Create interactive charts to 
visualize data in the Notebook 
with only two clicks



Richer cell results in the Notebook
Unified visualizations between Databricks SQL and the 
Notebook

Craft a wider variety of 
visualizations with more visual 
appeal

Flexible chart configuration using 
the Databricks SQL chart builder

Coming Soon

Create multiple charts and data 
profiles from a single cell data result



UI-based data analysis and transformation
Integrating bamboolib into the Notebook

Prepare, transform, visualize, and 
explore your data—all through a UI!

Operations in bamboolib generate 
code so users can see, customize, 
and learn from what happens via 
the UI

Public Preview!

Enable citizen data scientists who 
know what they want to do to do it 
in Python

Be more efficient by spending less 
time writing boilerplate code



Adaptable environments
Use standard libraries and custom modules in the Notebook

Import local modules using 
arbitrary file support when 
working in Repos

Install Python libraries for a notebook 
without affecting other users with 
%pip



Enterprise-ready
Fulfilling essential governance requirements

New!

All Notebook command executions 
tracked in audit logs

Notebooks provide full access 
controls and identity management 
and can be shared for reading, 
execution, editing, or managing

All notebook access and user 
revisions logged with user identities



Data exploration complete.

Now, how to get to 
production?



From exploration to production
Enabling easy maintenance of assets over time

We’ve made it easy to take notebooks 
that power your simple ETL pipelines, 
reports, and dashboards and put 
them directly into production when 
they are ready

Sometimes you need more than a 
notebook, especially for complex 
projects—and Databricks enables this 
too

Take your notebook into production 
natively in Databricks

Use your favorite tool to 
productionize as you see fit



Faster paths to production
Quickly deliver value from work in the Notebook

Create interactive 
dashboards with parameters 
directly from the results of a 
notebook



Pin jobs to git branches, tags, or 
commits using the Workflows 
integration with Repos

Faster paths to production
Quickly deliver value from work in the Notebook

Schedule a notebook as a 
production job with the push 
of a button

Public Preview!



Best practices: Version control
Integrate with the most popular git providers

Users’ committed changes are 
logged in git history, making 
them fully reproducible and 
auditable

Databricks Repos support for 
git lets users collaborate on the 
same code without interfering 
with each others’ work

Protected branches and pull 
requests provide guardrails for 
what code moves to production



Best practices: Modular code
Simplify complex code projects for maintainability

File support in Repos and the File Editor 
enable users to refactor large notebooks 
into modules and common libraries

Modules can be imported and reloaded 
on demand with the %autoreload magic 
command



Best practices: Testing
Ensure code behaves correctly

Manually run test suites inside 
notebooks or at the command 
line with the Web Terminal

Test your Python code with 
either notebooks or scripts 
using frameworks like pytest 
and unittest

Automate testing by 
scheduling test notebooks 
with Workflows



Best practices: CI/CD
Automate code testing and 
deployment

Continuously deploy the latest 
production code using the 
Workflows integration with Repos

Trigger continuous integration 
testing using the Repos API and 
support for git provider webhooks



Demo



Recap



The Notebook today
What you can do right now

• Collaborate with your colleagues in our multi-language, interactive, and 
data-native Notebook that unlocks the power of the Databricks 
Lakehouse

• Jump from pulling data with SQL to exploring it in Python without having to write 
any additional code

• Quickly and efficiently explore and visualize your data to derive 
shareable insights that deliver meaningful business value

• Explore your data with less code using bamboolib

• Use ipywidgets to turn insights into interactive applications for your stakeholders



The Notebook today
What you can do right now

• Take your work to production using Repos for version control and 
Databricks Workflows for scheduled, automated execution

• Alongside version control, employ other software development best 
practices like modular code, testing, and CI/CD



The Notebook tomorrow
New features coming soon

• Convey insights about your data using the new, easily configurable, and 
beautiful charts we are bringing to the Notebook from Databricks SQL

• Ipywidgets and bamboolib on GCP (with DBR 11.1)



Where we’re going
The future of the Notebook

Future

Focus areas

• EDA in Python and SQL
• Programming ergonomics
• Sharing and viewing
• Modern UI/UX
• Performance, reliability, and 

stability

Early ideas!
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